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Informations about the piece:
presented for the first time on 22th November 1998, Paris, Ircam,
Concert of the composition class;

Vincent David : saxophone soprano.

Informations about the electronics

studio: realized at Ircam, in collaboration with the composition course,RIM (réalisateur(s) en informatique musicale) : Mikhail Malt (pedagogical support) 

Electronic system: not specified

Presentation text

The opposition between the two paradigms that are defining popular music and high level 
music today is a problem that has greatly influenced my studies. This problem was sometimes 
the subject of reflection (think about the polemical interventions of Theodor W. Adorno or 
about the analysis of P. Tagg), but more generally there is a conflict of interest that is 
intended to hide in each of two poles the question about the existence of the other.
Are there degrees of passage between the two worlds? Can we try to give an emancipation force 
to the stereotyped language of industrial culture? Is Pop Art possible in music?
Using PatchWork (computer composition software), I analyzed and deformed fragments of two 
pieces of popular music: “When I come around” (Green Day) and “Xtal” (Aphex Twin). Then I 
made these objects merge into one unit.
Genetically, the result is a hybrid, a monster whose monstrosity is proportional to the 
diversity of its parts: it is watching, unable to communicate and smiling. Sometimes this 
monster has the same expression of the banjo player in the film by John Boorman to which the 

title of the work refers. That’s when I dream of being the city guitarist who manages 
to talk for a few moments with him before the other hillbillies.
Andrea Cera

AUDIO EXCERPT: https://soundcloud.com/andrea_cera/andrea-cera-deliverance-excerpt1998

related video:

Comment
In this early work Andrea Cera shows his interest for two elements that will be very present in his future works:the world of pop music, with its audiovisual connotations (cinema) and 
the contemporary classical music, an art related music, that is based on a strong research to contextualize it. In Deliverance there is a massive deformation of the pop music contents, but 
they are present, as part of the piece and of the society that has produced them. There is a fusion of two worlds, produced by the same culture, and an attempt to create a new genre, a kind 
of POP ART MUSIC.
Roberta Busechian


